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About This Software

Make your own manga with ComiPo!
The next gen manga software!

ComiPo! is a revolutionary software application that allows anyone to quickly make short comics and manga. Users can easily
create their own unique stories and situations simply by choosing one of the 3D characters included with ComiPo! and one of
the preset pose. The program also offers over 100 unique body poses and facial expressions to choose from, along with many

background images, items, sound effects, word balloons... Everything needed to make a easily make a cool looking comic come
to life.

Posing 3D Characters
Drag and drop a character from the "3D character" menu! Select a pose and face from the templates. There are over 100 poses
and faces to choose from! They are categorized by the character's emotions, so it's simple to choose the right expression for any

situation!

Changing Camera Angles
The character model is 3D data, so you can view the character from any angle just by dragging the red circle.

Background Images
You can import data, such as a picture you took with a camera, and then use it as a background image.

Balloons
You can choose from many different kinds of word balloons and thought balloons.
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Comic Marks & Sound Effects
Additionally, you can use icons called Comic Marks. You can show the character's feelings by adding Comic Marks and Sound

Effects. There are many Sound Effects in the assets menu. Various Japanese Sound Effects are available too!

Effect Lines
Drag & drop an Effect Line from the assets menu. You can make a dynamic panel instantly! Effect Lines can be used as

balloons to make it look like a monologue is taking place.

Character Customization
You can create your own original character easily by selecting items such as hairstyle, clothing, eye color and accessories.

Customize your own unique characters and add them to your manga!

Warning!
Manga Maker ComiPo! on Steam is a Steam exclusive version.

The Collections available for other (non Steam) versions of ComiPo! are already installed with your Steam version.

The Japanese and Korean version of Collections for ComiPo! are not compatible with the Steam version of ComiPo!.
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Title: Manga Maker Comipo
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Web Publishing
Developer:
ComiPo! LLP
Publisher:
Degica
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2014

 a09c17d780 

English,Simplified Chinese
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TL;DR here, more lengthy description further down.

Pros:

Cons:
-Very little 3D character options in terms of customization
-DLC for characters and stuff is SUPER EXPENSIVE
-The software itself with so little is WAY too expensive
-Sometimes crashes and\/or has bugs
-Has few item assets and backgrounds
-It's SUPPOSED to allow user made content to be imported
-SOME poses
-Facial expressions are terrible
-If you can't find a specific pose you're looking for? Well too bad, if they don't have it, you can't make it. (No custom poses)
-Updates are far in between and usually don't do anything

It's always good to read a bad review to know if you're really getting your money's worth. I know I've been duped.

(Of you want a more lengthy description of why NOT to buy this game, keep scrolling.)

  So, yeah. I have no idea why I bought this, and I totally regret it. First off, it's WAY too expensive. I had the fortune of
buying this literal waste of money for a discount, and even then, NOT WORTH IT. All the good reviews saying "Yeah,
it's great, this thing has so much to offer" just fill me with rage. My goal as a reviewer is to make sure that other
people don't fall for what is basically a scam. The company\/team of people that made this product advertised it in such
a way that you could create all the manga\/comics your imagination could handle. WRONG.

  This thing has the least amount of assets I have ever seen for such an expensive product. Yes, they do have DLC, but
it's expensive as heck. It's a limited software that makes its money by promising you freedom and control, but limits
you so when you want more assets they make you buy THEIR DLC to make more moolah (money). This is absolutely
unacceptable behavior as human beings. Man, I wish I had gotten a refund while I still could. There is so little you can
do that I've just stopped using it altogether. I just want to warn you so that you don't make a decision you'll regret. I
want to make sure no one falls for this anymore.. Not worth the money. When i read on the comment that the program
was limited I never imagine how basic it was. You can't do absolutely anything you want. Everything is so robot-like
and very stiff also the interface is not beginner friendly at all. For the price it sells, I was expecting way more. Even the
DLC are bad, too expensive and really don't add anything to help for the limited customization. Bad purchase 100%..
too limited and far too expensive for extra accessories.
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